
LED daytime running lights

Personalised with company logo

Integrated tow hook as standard

Bumper pillars

Sophisticated support jacks (for 

linkage by means of an A-frame)

Available in a range of colours  

(black as standard)

Reflecting width markers in keeping 

with legislation

Angle and width adjustment

Overall safety

Override Protection
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A summary of the benefits

Multibox with storage 

facility for steel hand 

tools and chainsaw

Can be linked using 

either the 3-point 

linkage or the 

A-frame

Module with 

stackable 

weights
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Type of Override Protection Multifunctional 1000 1600

Width (cm) 220 up to 295 220 up to 295 220 up to 295

Weight (kg) 200
985 (incl. 850 kg 

basic weight)
1540 (incl. 1400 kg 

basic weight)

Reversing drive protection for width marking + + +
Integrated tow bar as standard + + +
Reflecting width markers in keeping with 
legislation + + +

Coupling by 3-point linkage + + +
Coupling by A-frame + - -
Options

Available in a range of colours
(black as standard) + + +

Personalised with company logo + - -
LED daytime running lights + + +
Bumper pillars + + +
Multibox with storage facility for steel hand tools 
and chainsaw + - -
Sophisticated parking jacks
(for linkage by means of an A-frame) + - -

Module with stackable weights (50 kg/pce.) + - -

Road safety Customised safety

See and be seen - that’s what it’s all about in traffic, especially where agricultural 

vehicles are concerned. Such vehicles are wide and heavy and generally travel 

at a lower speed than the rest of the traffic. Visibility is therefore of paramount 

importance.

Limiting the impact of the incident is essential should a tractor be involved in 

a collision for whatever reason. So never start without Override Protection. 

After all, safety on the road is the responsibility of all drivers.

• improves visibility

• reduces the impact of a collision

• increases safety on public roads

• shows your contribution to traffic safety

The Override Protection unit can be linked to the tractor quickly and easily, 

either with the 3-point front linkage or using an A-frame. The width of the 

Override Protection unit can be adjusted between 220 and 295 cm. You can 

select the version of Override Protection which best matches the specification 

of your tractor to ensure an optimally aligned unit.


